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Best VPN for online gambling in 2023 | Unblock betting apps. As online gambling continues to increase
in popularity, more and more people are attempting to get in on the action. In many countries, gambling

is illegal and access to online betting sites is blocked. This is where a VPN for online gambling can help!
A VPN changes your IP address and encrypts your internet connection to safely let you unblock online
gambling websites from anywhere in the world. In this article, we list the best VPN for online gambling
and show you how to use a VPN service to unblock your favorite betting sites no matter where you live.
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The best VPNs for online betting. Here is a quick look at the best VPN services for betting. All the VPN
services listed below have the features you need and when we tested them we found that they were able

to unblock popular betting websites in the US and UK. ExpressVPN - The best VPN for gambling. It
offers super fast servers, excellent security features, and a 30-day money-back guarantee. NordVPN - A
lightning-fast service with apps for all platforms and a friendly 24/7 live-chat support team for whenever
you get stuck. Surfshark - Fully-featured and cheap. It has an adblocker, obfuscated servers, and offers
unlimited simultaneous connections. Private Internet Access - One of the most secure VPNs for betting
apps. It has proven its no-logs policy and it has strong security features. PrivateVPN - A good value for
money VPN for betting. It has excellent privacy features, is great at accessing sites, and pretty quick.
Before recommending a VPN service for betting, there are a few features we make sure it has: Good

value for money Excellent security and privacy features Servers located in countries that have access to
the most popular betting sites. How to access legal betting sites abroad? Using a VPN to unblock

censored or geo-restricted gambling sites is extremely easy if you use a VPN. All of our
recommendations have custom apps for all popular platforms, which means you can use the VPN on all
of your devices. This includes mobile apps for Android VPN and iOS VPN, so that you can gamble on

the go on your smartphone or tablet. Simply follow the steps below: Subscribe to the VPN that suits your
needs best. Download and install the VPN provider's app onto your computer and/or install the mobile

app onto your smartphone or tablet if you wish to gamble on them. Choose a VPN server in the location
where the gambling site is available. Click Connect. Go to your gambling app/site of choice. As long as
your VPN is connected you should be able to access any foreign betting site and make bets. However,
you may need a local payment method. For this, you can opt to get a virtual card. Please note. You must
remember to connect to a VPN server before you attempt to access a gambling site or app. Failure to
connect allows your ISP to detect that you are attempting to gamble. It will also permit the gambling site
to know where you are, which could result in you being prevented from placing a bet. The best gambling

VPNs in 2023. Below we will take a closer look at the best VPNs for gambling. 1. ExpressVPN.
ExpressVPN is the best VPN for gambling. It is consistently one of the fastest VPN services that we test,
it has stealth servers to hide your betting activity, and it works with plenty of gambling websites. Pricing.

12 months + 3 months FREE + Backblaze backup: $6.67/mth. Pros. Was able to unblock bet365,
PokerStars, PaddyPower & more! Super fast servers worldwide Fantastic customer support Excellent
encryption - with stealth servers. Cons. More expensive than other services Only allows 5 simultaneous
connections. Available on. Unblocks. Netflix iPlayer Amazon Prime Hulu. Website. ExpressVPN is my

top pick when it comes to unblocking gambling sites securely. The service is, admittedly, more
expensive than other VPN providers, but you're getting a high-quality service that's jam-packed with the

features you need to avoid third-party snooping. I particularly like that ExpressVPN comes with DNS leak
protection and an automatic kill-switch – two features that ensure you won't leave an identifiable trail
across the web. Stealth servers are another great addition, and folks who really want to keep a low

profile, or avoid VPN blocks, should make good use of them. All in all, you can count on ExpressVPN to
provide reliable and discreet access to your favorite betting websites. We test VPN speeds three times

a day, and ExpressVPN is consistently one of the fastest VPNs we test on the market. This makes it
great for streaming sports competitions online, as well as for accessing online gambling sites.
Newcomers and experienced users alike will rejoice at the provider's easy-to-use apps across

Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS. It even has a command-line client for Linux users, meaning you can
instantly start placing your bets no matter which device you own. ExpressVPN has servers based in 94
countries around the globe, which means you can access any bookie's website you can think of. It's a

superb VPN for making bets online, and you can try it risk-free thanks to its 30-day money-back
guarantee! Get 3 months free when you buy a 12-month subscription with ExpressVPN. 2. NordVPN.

NordVPN is a trustworthy and reliable VPN that is great for accessing foreign bookmakers and casino
sites. We found it worked well with Bet365, Pokerstars, William Hill, and more. It also has great extra

features including an ad and malware blocker. Pricing. 24 months + 3 months FREE: $3.69/mth. Pros.
Based in Panama (great for privacy) Works with US Netflix and BBC iPlayer Six simultaneous

connections Dedicated IPs available as add-ons. Cons. No port forwarding The Mac apps are missing
key features and we found IPv6 leaks Can't select specific servers in the apps. Available on. Unblocks.
Netflix iPlayer Amazon Prime Hulu. Website. NordVPN is another big name in the VPN sphere and a

superb no-logs provider. The service has developed a reputation for ease-of-use and security-oriented
features, and I frequently recommend it to tech newbies thanks to its fleet of apps. NordVPN can be

installed on all platforms in just a few clicks, and once you're set up, strong OpenVPN encryption ensures



that your browsing sessions stay secure – nobody wants their ISP, workplace, or government keeping
tabs on their activity, after all! NordVPN's impressive network of servers dotted across 60 countries is
pretty impressive, and makes it a great option for bypassing geo-restrictions, unblocking content, and
placing bets in countries where gambling is illegal. In addition, the provider offers advanced features

such as double VPN, obfuscated servers, VPN over Tor, DNS-based malware protection, Smart DNS,
and more, all at an extremely reasonable price. And it has 24/7 live chat to help you get the VPN working

if you encounter difficulties. A superb all-rounder that you can try yourself using its 30-day money-back
guarantee. 3. Surfshark. Surfshark is a high-performing, low-cost VPN for betting. It's super fast, secure,

and works with streaming sites. We particularly loved that this service allows users to use it on an
unlimited number of devices. Pricing. 24 months + 2 months FREE: $2.3/mth. Pros. Works with all major
gambling sites and streaming services Unlimited simultaneous connections Highly customizable. Cons.
One month price is not the cheapest No free trial for iOS devices Relatively new VPN provider. Available
on. Unblocks. Netflix iPlayer Amazon Prime Hulu. Website. Surfshark is one of the newest names on the
VPN scene – but one that's already made a huge splash! Surfshark's OpenVPN encryption cements it

as a super-secure provider that'll ensure that anything you do online remains private, and I'm glad to see
that the service also abides by a strict zero-logs policy. As a result, you can focus on placing bets – not
on who might be trying to take a peek at your browsing habits. Surfshark is also remarkably fast when

you consider how inexpensive a subscription is, particularly if purchased yearly, and I especially enjoy the
fresh-feeling apps available on all platforms. Thanks to its servers in 100 countries worldwide, you can

easily use Surfshark to unblock more gambling sites, and to make use of special offers from
international bookies offering to double your bet! We love that Surfshark has 24/7 customer support, so
you can get help when you need it, and that it lets users install and use the VPN on an unlimited number

of devices. Alongside fast speeds that let you stream sports competitions online, it is undoubtedly
excellent value for money. Why not try it risk-free thanks to its money-back guarantee? 4. Private Internet
Access. Private Internet Access is a highly secure VPN for betting. It has proven in court that it doesn't
keep logs, making it an excellent choice for unblocking betting apps where they're illegal. Pricing. 24
months + 2 months FREE: $2.19/mth. Pros. Cheaper than most similar VPNs Great for privacy and

security Servers all over the world. Cons. Not the best VPN for beginners who need hands-on support
Based in the USA which isn't the best for privacy The Mac app lags sometimes. Available on. Unblocks.
Netflix iPlayer Amazon Prime Hulu. Website. Private Internet Access (PIA) is a reliable all-rounder with a

staggering network of servers. With coverage across 84 countries worldwide, you'll have no trouble
unblocking gambling sites, geo-restricted content libraries, and social media platforms, no matter where

you are in the world! I like that the PIA apps are easy to use, too, and that even VPN newcomers have
the option to customize their security settings. And whilst we're on the topic of security, PIA packs robust
OpenVPN encryption, meaning that it's possible to gamble online without being tracked by your ISP or

government. PIA adds to this peace of mind with a zero-logs policy – and whilst the provider hasn't
undergone a security audit (yet), it has proven on two occasions that it really isn't interested in storing
user logs. If you want to use popular international bookies you have seen reviewed in YouTube videos
but aren't available where you live, this VPN has servers located everywhere that you need them. That

means that you can unblock gambling sites in the UK, the US, the EU, Australia, and anywhere else that
takes your fancy. Because PIA takes such a strong stance on online privacy and security, you can rest

assured that your data and online gambling activities will be properly safeguarded at all times. PIA also
has live chat support to help you when you need it, and it provides fast speeds so you can unblock

streams of sports competitions from all over the world. It's a superb VPN for gambling that comes with a
30-day money-back guarantee to trial the service. 5. PrivateVPN. PrivateVPN is a cheap VPN service

that doesn't compromise on security or functionality. It has excellent privacy features as its name
suggests, is great at accessing betting sites and streaming services, and it's fast. Pricing. Pros. Allows

10 simultaneous connections Strong OpenVPN encryption Cheap but very private. Cons. Based in
Sweden which isn't great for privacy Fewer servers than other services Lacks obfuscation measures.

Available on. Unblocks. Netflix iPlayer Amazon Prime Hulu. Website. PrivateVPN combines a top-notch,
secure service with subscription prices that won't break the bank – and that's a win/win for everyone!

Installing the service on your PC, laptop, or mobile-only takes a few clicks, so you can get back to
placing bets in a matter of minutes. If privacy is your main concern, then you'll be glad to hear that

PrivateVPN packs its very own kill-switch and obfuscation (stealth) features, too. The kill-switch will cut
your internet connection if the VPN connection drops, preventing data leaks, and the PrivateVPN stealth



servers are particularly useful to folks living in countries with oppressive internet censorship measures.
But the service lets you do so much more! The Smart DNS functionality is built into every server, so you
can stream your favorite shows from anywhere in the world – want to unblock Netflix US? Easy! Need to
get your fix on British TV? iPlayer unlocked at a click of a button. Don't believe us? Try it for yourself and

take advantage of the generous 30-day money-back guarantee, and you'll see how it stands among
titans for a fraction of the cost. Useful Guides. 5 best Bet365 VPNs for 2023 | Unblock Bet365 in any
country. 5 Best VPNs for Online Poker | Unblock PokerStars, GGPoker & more with a VPN. How to
Unblock Websites at school, work, or home using a VPN. Best VPNs for Roobet in 2023 | Unblock

Roobet from anywhere. What makes a good VPN for betting? Not all VPNs are created equally, and they
don't all have the features you need to gamble safely and privately. Our recommendations are reliable,

fast, secure, and easy to use. In addition, they all have a rich feature set that allows you to gamble without
being tracked. One of the most important considerations when picking a VPN for gambling is server

locations. Depending on which bookies website or online casino you want to use, you will require a VPN
server in that country. That is why we have picked VPNs with plenty of servers in countries that have a

wide range of bookies to choose from. With a VPN, you can access gambling services and websites in
countries where gambling is restricted. You can also access foreign bookies in countries that permit
gambling; to make use of special offers, free bets, and increased bet sizes. Fast connections. If you
want to use a VPN for gambling it is essential that you pick a VPN that provides fast speeds. Online

gambling can often be time-critical, so if you're stuck with a slow connection due to an inferior VPN – you
could miss out on a winning bet. All the VPNs we have recommended for gambling have super fast

servers so you can place bets quickly and stream online sports competitions live. How does a VPN for
betting work? A VPN fully encrypts your web traffic and makes it seem like you are in a different country.

When you connect to a VPN, the website you visit thinks you live where the VPN server is and as a
result, you can use that website as a local resident would. A VPN also allows you to bypass local

censorship and blocks, so you can use gambling sites even in countries that restrict them. And, because
your internet traffic is encrypted through the VPN tunnel, your activity will be hidden from your ISP -

meaning that you can place bets with complete peace of mind. If you want to learn more about VPN
services, check out our VPN beginner's guide. What you should consider when using a VPN for betting?

If you live in a country like Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, UAE, or Iran, gambling could get you in trouble with
the law. If you unblock websites that have been purposefully restricted by the government, you could

potentially be prosecuted. That is why you must use a secure VPN with the following features: Even if you
live in a country that permits gambling, you may want to access foreign gambling sites. Many people in
the EU and the UK want to use international gambling sites, as these have special offers that can help

you win big. However, please remember that to place bets in a foreign bookie you will need a valid
payment method and a way of cashing out. As a result, you may need to get a virtual online card for that

country. Popular betting sites to consider. Take a look at our table below listing some of the most
popular gambling websites you can unblock using a VPN, and which specific VPN we recommend for

each gambling site. Betting site. Location of site. Recommended VPN. Sweden, UK, Europe. Pari
Mutuel Urbain. What countries block betting sites and apps? Different countries will have different

reasons for blocking betting websites. One of the most obvious reasons would be those countries where
gambling is illegal to begin with. Other countries have strict online censorship laws which can ban
access to any website deemed immoral by the government, or that may be perceived as working

against national interests or religious beliefs. Some other countries may only allow access to licensed
betting sites while blocking all the rest. For instance, if you are located in a country like Denmark,
Hungary, Italy, Poland, Portugal, or Romania, you will be limited to just a handful of government-

authorized betting sites, and locked out of the rest. In that case, you will need to connect through a VPN
to access betting websites blocked in the country. Countries such as Thailand, China, Sudan, Russia,

South Korea, and the UAE are all notorious for internet censorship and mass blocking of websites.
Censored websites in these countries include gambling websites, so expect to need a VPN to access

betting sites if you are located in a country with strict internet censorship laws. Gambling is strictly
forbidden in many countries including Cuba, Indonesia, Vietnam, and Uzbekistan, so you would need to
connect through a VPN to access online gambling websites from those countries as well. In fact, a VPN
is especially important to use in countries like these because the encrypted VPN tunnel will hide all of

your online activity and prevent you from getting into trouble with the authorities for gambling. Can I use a
free VPN for online gambling? In theory, you can use a free VPN service for online gambling, but we
wouldn't recommend it . Most free services are highly dangerous services that have been found to



contain malware, concerning privacy policies, and critical leaks. There are some free VPNs that we can
recommend. However, please bear in mind that these free plans come with limitations that would hinder
the quality of your gambling experience, these include: Worse yet, cowboy VPNs offering a free service
(outside of our suggestions) will sell your data to third parties to create a revenue stream. This will put

your privacy at risk, and could mean that gambling sites and governments are able to figure out what you
have been doing; which could make you lose your winnings or get in trouble with the law. The best way to
gamble securely online is by using a reputable VPN service from this guide. And, if you want to try one

for free, you can do so thanks to the VPNs money-back guarantee. Alternatively, there are plenty of
cheap VPNs on the market that will keep you secure and allow you to unblock betting websites. How we
pick the best VPNs for betting – VPN testing methodology. Finding a secure VPN that has the features

you need to unblock gambling sites, poker games, and online casinos, without being tracked or
monitored, can be confusing. We work tirelessly and we use a precise testing methodology to single out

the best services on the market. Many VPNs make wild claims about the security of their apps and
services or the speeds they can provide. This makes it easy to end up with a VPN you paid too much for,

or that is not actually providing the privacy you need. At ProPrivacy, our experts work tirelessly to
compare market-leading VPN services. We use a precise testing methodology perfected over the

course of many years. This allows us to recommend VPNs for specific purposes, including for gambling
online securely. Below, we have included some of the important features we looked for when

recommending VPNs for betting: Secure apps for all devices to let you place bets, enter power
tournaments, or access online casinos privately from anywhere. Fast speeds and reliable connections to
ensure you can gamble without fear of the connection dropping out. DDoS protection to ensure you don't
get kicked from important online card games. A global server network to let you access foreign bookies.

Lots of advanced privacy and security features , including a kill-switch that prevents websites from
accidentally detecting your real location and your ISP from being able to see which websites you are

visiting. Excellent accessibility , including the ability to access online casinos, sports betting, and
streaming services like Netflix US and BBC iPlayer. Gambling VPN | Conclusion. As we have outlined in

this article, using a VPN is critical for anyone who wants to unlock the full capacity of online gambling
opportunities available on the internet. Simply put, using a VPN is the quickest, easiest, and most secure

way to access all of your favorite betting sites online. With a VPN, you can be virtually anywhere on the
planet and unblock virtually any betting site, at the same time encrypting all of your online

communications to ensure no one will be able to detect what you're up to. The best part of it all is that you
don't even need to comb through the thousands of VPN providers out there to find the best one for your
online betting needs, as we've done all the work for you. Simply choose one of the providers from here

and you'll be placing bets in a matter of minutes! From $6.67 /month. The best VPN for gambling. It
offers super fast servers, excellent security features, and a 30-day money-back guarantee. ProPrivacy
TrustScore: 10 out of 10 Simultaneous connections 5 Free trial No Server locations 160. From $3.69
/month. A lightning-fast service with apps for all platforms and a friendly 24/7 live-chat support team for
whenever you get stuck. ProPrivacy TrustScore: 9.9 out of 10 Free trial No Simultaneous connections 6

Server locations 60. From $2.30 /month. Fully-featured and cheap. It has an adblocker, obfuscated
servers, and offers unlimited simultaneous connections. ProPrivacy TrustScore: 9.8 out of 10

Simultaneous connections Unlimited Server locations 143 Free trial Yes. From $2.19 /month. One of the
most secure VPNs for betting apps. It has proven its no-logs policy and it has strong security features.
ProPrivacy TrustScore: 9.7 out of 10 Simultaneous connections 10 Server locations 84 Free trial No.

From $2.00 /month. A good value for money VPN for betting. It has excellent privacy features, is great at
accessing sites, and pretty quick. ProPrivacy TrustScore: 9.6 out of 10 Simultaneous connections 10
Free trial No Server locations 200. Best VPN for online gambling – FAQs. Is it legal to use a VPN with
betting sites? In most places in the world, it's perfectly legal to use a VPN to access different gambling

websites. The exceptions are countries where online betting (Singapore, Japan, the UAE) or VPNs
themselves (China, Belarus), are restricted. Currently, the only country that forbids both is North Korea,
which is not very surprising considering the country's strict ideologies. We would definitely not advise

online betting in North Korea, but in most other cases there are ways to bypass these restrictions.
ProPrivacy is not entitled to give legal advice, so before attempting to access gambling sites in

countries with restrictions, make sure that you're familiar with the current laws. And, regardless of your
country's gambling laws, make sure you always use a secure VPN when placing bets online – for your

own protection. Can I get banned from a gambling website for using a VPN? No, most betting sites won't



block their user accounts even if they detect VPN usage, because that would mean losing customers
and, ultimately, money. What some of them do instead is block the servers which they suspect belong to

VPNs. This way, they get to keep their customers, while restricting their activity to those games which
are available in their respective regions. So, if this happens to you, don't worry. Sometimes all you need
to do is pick another server in the same country and continue with your gambling activities as intended.
This post available in: English Russian. Written by: Attila Tomaschek. Attila is a Hungarian-American

currently living in Budapest. Being in the VPN game for over 5 years, along with his acute understanding
of the digital privacy space enables him to share his expertise with ProPrivacy readers. Attila has been
featured as a privacy expert in press outlets such as Security Week, Silicon Angle, Fox News, Reader’s

Digest, The Washington Examiner, Techopedia, Disruptor Daily, DZone, and more. He has also
contributed bylines for several online publications like SC Magazine UK, Legal Reader, ITProPortal,

BetaNews, and Verdict. 
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